
Abstract  –  Inter-agency  emergency  response  operations  are
sometimes  hindered  by  a  lack  of  common  communication
technology  or  by  circumstances  that  render  their  networks
unusable. We present a protocol architecture based on ubiquitous
WiFi  terminals  (smartphones)  that  could  be  used  for  backup
communications  when everything else  fails.  If  WLAN primary
users  (access  points)  are  present,  the  channel  selection
mechanism  selects  alternate  channels  without  the  need  of  a
common control channel. To deal with a sparse and disconnected
topology,  our  mission-aware  delay-tolerant  routing  algorithm
uses  short-term  contact  prediction  and  otherwise  distributes
packets to disconnected subnets without network-wide flooding.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The primary challenge for emergency response operations
with  both  natural  and  man-made  disasters  is  electronic
communication [1]. Communication amongst first responders
and potential victims in a disaster area is of utmost importance
to  maximize  success  in  search  and  rescue  operations.   The
most obvious mode of communication, the cellular network, is
susceptible to physical infrastructure damage, such as the case
of  an  earthquake,  and  radio  band  overutilization  from both
rescue personnel and victims.

Another  issue  that  plagues  emergency  communication
networks is inter-agency compatibility, as different Emergency
Response  Teams  (ERT),  such  as  fire,  police,  SWAT  and
HazMat communicate with radios set to separate frequencies
[1].   Standard  data  networks  for  public  safety,  such  as
Terrestrial  Trunked  Radio  (TETRA [10])  operate  under  the
assumption  of  uninterrupted  connectivity,  and  provide  low
point-to-point  data  rates  (36  kbaud  max.  for  TETRA).  In
addition to their public safety radio, first responders carry like
most  people  smartphones  equipped  with  IEEE  802.11  and
Bluetooth connectivity.  A reasonable solution is to deploy an
ad-hoc network for communication between ERT personnel,
and  even victims.   This  solution is  called  an  Incident  Area
Network  (IAN)  [17].   In  fact,  IANs  have  received  much

attention  from  researchers  because  simple  ad-hoc  solutions
usually  don’t  meet  the  requirements  for  emergency
communication. 

When designing an IAN, several  important  requirements
must be met. ERT personnel will be deployed in groups, or
possibly individually,  over  a  potentially  large  disaster  area.
This means the network consists of intermittently connected
partitions.  The network must not only deliver messages over
these  partitions,  they should  also  provide  sufficient  QoS to
support voice, image and video.

Another  challenge  when  designing  an  IAN  is  spectrum
scarcity  [2][3].   For  instance,  a  MANET  operating  over
unlicensed channels on worldwide-available 2.4 GHz band are
facing  an  increasingly  crowded  spectrum,  competing  with
various other wireless systems like Wifi, Bluetooth and zigbee.
This  makes  it  difficult  to  meet  the  QoS  requirement  for
applications requiring high bandwidth.

To meet the requirements of an IAN, we propose a cross-
layer  approach  for  Ad-hoc  Backup  Emergency  Networking
(ABEN) for emergency response that can be installed on ERT
personnel  smartphones  with  Wifi.   In  order  to  ensure  high
QoS, analysis  is  performed for  channel  load to dynamically
select  communicate  with  the  channels  with  lighter  load.
Further, personnel in different location (e.g. buildings, tunnels)
are  forming disconnected partitions where no direct  end-to-
end  communication  can  be  established.   This  approach
employs a delay tolerant scheme to establish communications
between  partitions,  complete  with  a  routing  algorithm  to
establish a multihop communication path across the time and
spectrum domains, forming a robust and efficient emergency
network.

In  a  realistic  emergency  response  scenario,  ERT
personnel's movement could vary indoors and out. They may
encounter operational Access Points (AP). Each AP is assigned
a channel and runs DCF with periodic beacon transmission,
which  is  a  typical  configuration  for  campus  and  corporate
WLANs.  The channel load varies over time, with congestion
happening during burst traffic.  Cognitive Radio's (CR) ability
of spectrum sensing and dynamic spectrum access,  makes it a
natural solution to achieve higher spectrum efficiency. 
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Our contributions are:

• MANET network architecture using WiFi smartphones.
• channel agility to find capacity and avoid WiFi primary

users and corporate WLANs.
• mission-aware  delay-tolerant  routing  protocol  to  solve

network partitioning.
The  paper  continues  in  Section  II with  a  discussion  of

related work. The proposed architecture is presented in Section
III. Performance results from ns3 simulations are in Section IV
and conclusions follow in Section V.

II. RELATED WORK

An  advanced  IAN  should  be  able  to  support
communication of voice, image and video to facilitate rescue.
These applications usually have higher requirements in terms
of bandwidth and bit error rates. With cognitive radio's ability
of spectrum sensing and dynamic spectrum access, emergency
networks  featuring  CR  are  proposed  to  achieve  higher
spectrum efficiency. The work in [4] proposed a cluster-based
emergency network where the communication in the incident
area is divided into groups.  Group gateways equipped with
more power and capacity are responsible for communication
between groups.  One or more gateway nodes are assumed to
be connected to backbone networks.  A MAC layer protocol
that extends traditional RTS/CTS scheme to multi-channel by
channel negotiation over common control channel is featured. 

[5] proposed spectrum-aware routing for IANs based on a
new  route  selection  metric:  sustainability.  The  proposed
approach  distributes  a  packet  flow  over  multiple  channels.
Flows  with  different  QoS  requirements  requires  different
number  of  transmission  opportunities  (TOs).   The  most
sustainable route is achieved by assigning all the required TOs
to different channels, beginning with the highest success rate,
descending  next,  etc.   Route  discovery  is  performed  on
common control channels and is similar to classical dynamic
source  routing  (DSR)  [14]  by  incorporating  service
requirements  (TOs)  and  flow  IDs  in  RREP  packets.  An
intermediate  node rebroadcasts  the  RREP only when it  has
enough local resources to meet the service requirement. These
works  assume nodes  are  connected  end-to-end.    In  a  real
disaster  area,  the  network  may only  consist  from  rescuers'
devices,  which  could  be  very  sparse  and  intermittently
connected. When the ERT is organized into different teams,
the  topology  commonly  forms  intermittently  connected
partitions. In this case, the network (and applications) must be
delay tolerant. 

[6] proposed a hybrid MANET-DTN routing scheme for
emergency response scenarios. A MaxLinkTimeOut parameter
is used to modify traditional MANET routing, such as OLSR.
A route  is  considered  invalid  when  the  periodic  HELLO
message from next hop has not been received for longer than
MaxLinkTimeOut. When this happens, packets needing to be
forwarded  are  buffered  until  the  route  becomes  available
again, or a new route is found. 

A delay tolerant  scheme for  cognitive radio networks is

proposed in [7] by modeling secondary user (SU) behavior in
a  M/M/K/L queuing  system.  SUs  are  assumed  to  use  the
cellular  network  and  are  connected  to  a  base  station.  SUs
could  dynamically  change  their  modulation  to  work  on
different  channels  and  achieve  various  transmission  ranges.
The optimal number of SUs in a certain transmission range is
computed via M/M/K/L queuing system. An SU may choose
to buffer the packets until it comes nearer to the base station
and send use the modulation with lower transmission range in
order to save energy. This scheme is not extensible for IANs,
as  cellular  networks  may  fail  in  disaster  situations.   The
decision of whether to buffer or send the packet is difficult to
address in reality. 

[8]  and  [9]  proposed  a  delay  tolerant  network  scheme
using cognitive networking methods. The topology consists of
vehicles  equipped  with  nodes  having  multiple  wireless
interfaces that are automatically selected by network condition
or user policy. An experiment is done to measure data delivery
ratio with an existing DTN routing protocol, such as epidemic
routing, while no routing is designed specific for the disaster
area. Spectrum agility is achieved by switching channels on
multiple  interfaces,  which  can  transmit  or  receive
simultaneously on their predefined mode. The system is not
suitable for man-portable use, however.

III. PROTOCOL ARCHITECTURE

A. Motivating Scenario

The target scenario involves operations that involve teams
from several agencies, such as firefighters, law enforcement,
and EMS. The operation should be in an area where cellular
data  access  has  been  compromised  and  where  standard
emergency response data networks are not available, or fail to
work consistently due to frequent interruptions. These factors
will cause frequent network partitioning. Examples of natural
disasters  that  fit  are  hurricanes,  tsunamis,  earthquakes,
wildfires,  that  normally  affect  large  areas  and  damage
communication infrastructure. Small-scale terrorist attacks and
building fires also challenge network connectivity with over-
utilization or obstructions such as collapsed tunnels. 

Within the rescue areas there are WLANs (primary users)
that  use  WiFi  channels  arbitrarily.  Campus,  corporate,  and
public access WiFi LANs  are deployed densely in urban areas
and are likely to continue operation during an emergency as
long as they have power. Rescuers operators may not have the
means to disable the WLANs because of physical access and
time constraints. 

We  consider  a  notional  scenario  (Figure  1)  with  users
concentrated mostly in three areas. Users congregate mostly in
these, forming at times three or more MANET partitions. User
trajectory  is  semi-deterministic,  being  driven  by  mission
objectives  or  orders  from  superiors,  but  is  also  subject  to
random  deviations  of  speed,  direction,  and  pause  time.  In
several rescue areas (A and B in the figure) there are PUs that
reduce the available network capacity for the IAN.



User mobility varies  over time. Upon arriving on scene,
rescue  operators  assemble  at  the  staging  area  for  a  while
(possibly as  briefly as  a  few minutes)  to  prepare  for  entry.
Some  command  structure  users  would  stay  in  this  area.
Typical rescue workers then loop between the staging area and
the  rescue  zones  (A,  B),  performing  search  and  rescue  –
bringing victims back to the staging area after a search through
the rescue zones, recuperating briefly, then going back.  

B. Requirements

The  main  purpose  of  the  ABEN  system  is  to  provide
backup connectivity  in  emergency response  scenarios  when
traditional  networks  (cellular,  trunked,  basic  PTT)  are  not
available for all participants or fail to operate normally due to
poor signal propagation leading to frequent disconnection. The
most  basic  communication  service  essential  for  maintaining
situational  awareness  in  all  scenarios  is  text  messaging.
Operators can send and receive short text messages with status
updates and commands from supervisors. Timely delivery of
rescue and evacuation commands can be life-saving. This can
be  accomplished  using  DTN  techniques  even  when  a
contemporaneous end-to-end path does not exist. Messages are
entered and displayed using the familiar smartphone interface.
Emerging  incident  management  and  mission  control
applications  (like  Situation  Center  from MissionMode [11])
rely on messages between participant application components
for  action  coordination  and  planning.  Facing  reduced
connectivity and few transmission opportunities (contacts), the
system must  be  able  to  prioritize  messages  and  deliver  the
high  priority  ones  first.  Other  types  of  non-real-time
messaging traffic can be relevant for this scenario as well.

Interactive voice communication is not practical in cases
with  frequent  network  partitions  or  delays  that  exceed
fractions of a second. Without immediate auditory feedback
from the  interlocutor,  a  voice  conversation begins  to  drag,
with  repeat  sentences,  and  frustration  quickly  renders  the
system useless.  This  also  applies  to  interactive  (live)  video

conferencing.  On  the  other  hand  non-interactive  messaging
applications with voice/image/video payloads are very useful
for  emergency  response  applications  in  many  scenarios
because  of  convenience  and  the  much increased  amount  of
information (and context) they carry. Smartphones have very
capable media capture features and are far more superior and
more  affordable  than  any  dedicated  device  for  emergency
response communications. For future work the ABEN system
address  bridging  IAN  traffic  with  popular  social  media
networks when connectivity to the internet is available. 

Another  requirement  for  ABEN  is  to  be  able  to  self-
configure, adapt, and repair its topology in scenarios with high
mobility,  intermittent  connectivity  and  corporate  WLANs
operating  on  all  available  channels  in  a  dense
corporate/campus  extended  service  set  (ESS)  infrastructure.
The scenarios we consider involve first responders entering for
search and rescue in office building or towers with a cluttered
signal propagation environment. “Primary users” in this case
are WLAN access points (APs) and their associated stations
still operating during this emergency. We presume not all WiFi
users evacuate the area on time with their devices. Some WiFi
stations remain behind, including fixed nodes – printers, media
players,  cameras,  desktops.  These  will  continue  to  use
spectrum  while  connected  to  their  associated  WLANs.
Estimating  WiFi/WLAN  capacity  gain  following  site
evacuations is an open question that may never get attention. 

Network  security  is  a  mandatory  requirement  for  first
responder  traffic,  foremost  to  repel  denial  of  service  in
adversarial  situations  and  also  to  protect  mission  integrity.
However, security is beyond the scope of this paper.

C. Network Model and Assumptions

Each  user  runs  a  mission  control  application  that  has  a
near-term plan for the current user.  A command structure is
implied, but it is not mandatory. For planning and coordination
purposes, the map where users will operate is organized in a
graph structure  G=(P,E), where  P is a set of places (parking
lots,  buildings,  floors,  rooms)  where  nodes  be  tend  to
congregate  more.  E is  the  set  of  edges  (roads,  alleys,
stairways)  between  places.  The  literature  uses  the  term
landmark for a place when related to socially-driven mobility.
In  this  paper  mobility  is  semi-deterministic,  with  node
trajectory known only for the near term and only when fresh
state data is available for other nodes. 

Some  key  assumptions  for  node  mobility  can  be
summarized as: (a) at steady state node mobility makes users
form larger groups with a few nodes moving between groups;
(b) nodes move between these groups and can become isolated
while in transit; (c) groups tend to stick to a place; (d) groups
change  at  a  sufficiently  slow time  scale  that  makes  subnet
routing  within  a  group  practical,  i.e.  paths  within  a  group
MANET last  long  enough  in  order  to  discover  routes  and
exchange packets using traditional MANET techniques.

Since the main mission is emergency response, avoiding
interference with PUs is not a design objective.  The system

Figure  1. Motivating scenario. The network topology is mostly partitioned
in several MANET subnets, i.e. connected partitions. Mobile rescue workers
walk or drive between these areas. Primary users (WiFi WLANs) occupy
WiFi  spectrum in  the  rescue  zones  and  prevent  use  of  traditional  DTN
routing protocols. 
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uses  residual  WiFi  capacity and attempts  to  select  channels
with lower utilization.

IT  departments  set  up  corporate  WiFi  APs  to  form
overlapping cells to enable seamless user handover. A recent
model IEEE 802.11n access point runs one or more extended
service sets (ESS) on the same channel and may have one or
more radios, each on a separate WiFi band. For instance, an
ESS is created for unauthenticated open access to visitors and
another  with  WiFi  Protected  Access  (WPA2)  security  for
authenticated domain users. The same AP may have both 2.4
GHz  and  5  GHz  radios,  and  the  two  WLANs  could  be
available on both, simultaneously. In general, we assume that
at  any  location  and  time  all  three  non-overlapping  WiFi
channels in the 2.4 GHz bands may be in use by primary users.
Thus,  there  is  no  available  common channel  for  the  whole
network that we can use as a control channel for implementing
channel agility, routing, or some other protocols. 

WiFi  access  points  are  normally  configured  to  use  the
Distributed  Coordination  Function  (DCF)  or  the  Hybrid
Coordination Function (HCF) defined by IEEE 802.11e. Point
Coordination Function (PCF)  is  uncommon since  is  has  no
support for QoS and few manufacturers offer it. DCF and HCF
– during contention free periods (CFP) – allow WiFi nodes
operating in ad-hoc mode to share the same channel with the
AP and its stations with no interference. For the purpose of a
rescue  mission  the  traditional  objective  in  cognitive
networking  to  avoid  interference  with  PUs  becomes  less
relevant. The main issue with PUs for ABEN is that WLANs
use the same channels and available capacity may be variable
in time and space. With no stable common control  channel,
ABEN must employ spectrum sensing and adaptive channel
selection. 

We assume that  users'  smartphones operate on the same
bands,  (2.4 GHz) and their  WiFi  card can be configured to
work  in  ad-hoc  mode.  Nodes  are  aware  of  their  location
obtained from GPS, or an indoor localization system, or from
a mission control application. 

D. Protocol Architecture

In  contrast  to  traditional  DTN  protocols  that  assume  a
sparse topology with sporadic contacts our approach is based
on the assumption that a network topology can be formed with
several  “islands  of  connectivity”  –  connected  MANET
partitions  –  and  that  these  subnets  are  mostly disconnected
from  each  other.  Nodes  that  carry  packets  in  DTN
store/carry/forward fashion can eventually achieve end-to-end
connectivity  in  space  and  time.  We  must  observe  that
connectivity within these subnets is conditioned by selecting
proper  channels  under  the  assumptions  from  the  previous
section, including not having a common control channel.

Each  node  of  the  ABEN  network  has  the  layered
architecture from Figure 2, detailed in the following pages.

E. Channel Selection (CS) and Time Frame Structure

Nodes may operate within the coverage area of multiple

primary user WLANs – APs and mobile WiFi stations beyond
the control of the first responders. With no common channel
available,  the  Channel  Selection  (CS)  component  must
coordinate channel selection with neighbor nodes.

The Channel Selection component does spectrum sensing
using on-board APIs. Compared to cognitive radio platforms,
little  information  is  available  on  stock,  non-rooted
smartphones.  At  a  minimum,  an  API  (e.g.  Android's
WiFiManager)  returns  the  list  of  WiFi  APs  and  their
parameters,  such  as  frequency,  RSSI,  SSid  gleaned  from
received periodic beacons. This is sufficient to select channels
that  are  least  likely to  be used  by PUs,  as  WLAN stations
associate with an AP with the strongest signal, leaving residual
capacity on the other channels. The CS algorithm decides what
channel to use for sending unicast to neighbors and for local
broadcast. 

CS divides  time into equal  frames,  as  seen in  Figure 3.
Each frame  k begins with a sensing slot at time  tk. After the
sensing slot ends, a node obtains the set  APi of access points
operating  on  channel  i within  its  neighborhood,  with  RSSI
readings, and derives Pi as the maximum RSSI (in dBm) from
any neighboring AP on channel  i:  Pi=max j∈APi

{RSS j , i ,Pn } ,
where  Pn is  the  noise  floor.  CS  maintains  an  exponential
average  for  RSS  to  compensate  for  fades  and  shadowing:
~Pi,k=α (v )Pi ,k+(1−α(v))~Pi ,k −1 .  The  damping  parameter
α(v )∈[0,1] could be a function of  current node velocity in

the sense  that  faster  moving nodes  experience  deeper fades
that would benefit from a lower value for α .

For each frame k CS determines a preferred channel list Ck,
known at frame  k  by all nodes. This could be a permutation
using k, or a static list like in [1,6,11]. The channel selection
algorithm  picks  feasible  channels  in  the  order  from  the
preferred list as long as they are not in use by local APs. With
list Ck independent of the ESS topology the probability that the
most preferred channel Ck[0] is not in the s strongest channels

Figure  2.  ABEN  cross-layer  architecture.  The  channel  selection
component  tracks  spectrum  usage  and  manages  dynamic  channel
selection and synchronization with information from the WiFi NIC. A
MANET routing protocol does local routing in a connected partition.
The DTN routing protocol controls packet forwarding and transmission
scheduling with assistance from the Mission Control application that is
aware of node trajectories. 
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in  use  is  (m-s)/m,  with  m=|Ck|. The  channel  selection

algorithm uses a data structure AP that stores the most recent
parameters for an AP, including its RSSI and channel number.
The following function returns the channel to use by a node:

int selectChannel(int Ck[], AP apv[], int s) {    
    // skip s channels with highest RSSI
    sort array apv on RSSI in descending order
    for (int c: Ck) {
        int pos = index of c in apv[*].ch
        if (pos<0 || pos>s) return c;     
            // pos<0 if c is not used by any detected AP
    }
    return -1;  
// -1 means no good option; call again with lower param. s
}

The  CS  algorithm  can  be  more  aggressive  in  avoiding
strong RSSI APs by varying increasingly the parameter s.

The sensing slot is followed by neighbor broadcast slots,
one for each orthogonal channel. During broadcast slot #i a
node switches to channel i to announce its channel selection ck

with  a  broadcast  HELLO  UDP packet  that  includes  ck and
additional routing information passed from the corresponding
protocols, details to be described later. This is channel usage:

Reception: during  the  remainder  of  frame  k  the  current
node listens on channel ck.

Unicast  transmission: use channel  for  a  neighbor as  per
HELLO packet received from that neighbor.

Broadcast  transmission:  repeat broadcast  on all channels
used by 1-hop neighbors. 

F. Subnet Routing

An  on-demand  source  routing  mechanism  is  used  to
provide end-to-end connectivity for nodes forming temporarily
a subnet. Source routing has proved to be effective in mobile
topologies as demonstrated by the Dynamic Source Routing
(DSR) protocol [14]. We integrate source routing for unicast
with the time slotting and channel switching techniques from
the CS component. In contrast, standard DSR code operates
with  no  constraints  on  transmission  times  and  channel

selection,  and  thus  can't  be  used.  A flooding  mechanism is
implemented to broadcast PDUs to the entire subnet. It builds
a  sink tree with reverse  paths  cached along the way in the
following way: each node forwards a broadcast PDU exactly
once, by keeping track of source IP/sequence numbers. Each
transmission accumulates the sender's IP address in the source
path and caches the current path in the reverse direction. The
broadcast transmission is repeated on each channel used by 1-
hop neighbors. 

G. DTN Routing 

We implemented the following protocols: Direct Delivery
with Subnet Contact,  Epidemic Routing with Global Subnet
Broadcast, and Mission - Aware Routing. 

1 ) Direct Delivery with Subnet Contact
Traditional  Direct  Delivery  (DD)  [18]  takes  a  simple

approach: a source node buffers a message until it has a direct
point  to  point  contact  with  the  destination  node,  and  then
delivers it. A node using DD with Subnet Contact buffers the
message  until  the  underlying  subnet  (group)  routing  layer
indicates  the  destination  node is  connected  with  the  source
using  an  IP end-to-end  path.  The  message  is  then  sent  via
UDP. A reactive subnet routing protocol keeps up to date route
caches that indicate which nodes are reachable.

2 ) Epidemic Routing with Subnet Broadcast
In the original Epidemic Routing protocol [13] two nodes

having a contact exchange summary vectors and issue requests
for unseen messages. This protocol is used as a baseline for
comparison.  It  does  not  rely  on  trajectory  or  location
information. In  our topology groups of nodes form at  times
connected  MANETs local  and subnet  flooding disseminates
packets  globally  more  efficiently  with  fewer  transmissions
compared with the original protocol. 

The  local  broadcast  advertisement  used  by CS provides
periodically  the  list  of  immediate  neighbors.  Each  node  u
maintains  the  list  of  messages  in  its  buffer  and  the  list  of
(unseen) messages to receive from each current neighbor v:
wu[v].  The protocol is implemented above UDP and has two
control  packets.  The  Summary  Vector  Advertisement (SVA)
has a list of message IDs, the  summary vector,  with IDs for
messages  buffered  locally.  The  Request control  packet  has
request list  with IDs of messages the sender node wants to
receive from a neighbor that sent earlier a SVA.

When  a  node  A encounters  a  new  neighbor  and  also
periodically, it advertises the summary vector with a broadcast
SVA packet. Any receiver B then broadcasts back with a small
random delay a Request packet with a list of message IDs B
wants from A. Node A waits a specific time interval for these
requests  to  come  back.  Node  B  will  receive  some  of  A's
neighbors'  requests.  If  these  requests  completely  cover  B's
wanted messages, then node B will cancel its own scheduled
request. 

Node A accumulates all incoming requests and when the
waiting period ends it begins sending the requested messages
in  sequence.  Longer  messages  are  fragmented  into  several

Figure  3.  Frame  structure  for  2.4  GHz  PHY. A spectrum sensing slot  is
followed by broadcast slots where each node announces its selected channel
ck to 1 hop neighbors. 0, 1, 2 are IDs from the preferred channel list,  Ck.
More than three will be used for networks on 5 GHz U-NI bands.
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UDP packets. Each packet header includes the remaining time
left until the entire sequence is done. Each neighbor node B
will do the following upon receiving a data packet:

1. postpone its own transmissions for this time interval in
order to avoid collisions. This is necessary as the MAC layer
has no hidden terminal RTS/CTS protection for broadcast;

2. add the message (or fragment) to its buffer  if  it  was
missing.

If  a  node  A receives  two  SVAs  in  a  short  time  from
different nodes B and C it means that B and C are mutually
hidden.  A will  reply  to  the  first  sender,  B  with  its  request
broadcast. Thus, the A →B packet will be heard by C that will
postpone its data transmissions to avoid collisions at A. 

3 ) Mission - Aware Routing
We propose a new routing protocol that  relies  on short-

term  node  mobility  information  to  improve  delivery
performance. Subnet routing relies on source routing similar to
DSR [14] and on flooding for broadcasting mission state. 

State Dissemination

The  mission  control  application  at  each  node  j makes
available to the other layers the local current state and a short
term plan: 

CPj = [(p0, ta0, td0), (p1, ta1, td1),...]  

p0 is the current or most recent place ID, tai is the planned
arrival time at the place with index i on the trajectory, and tdi

is the planned departure time from place i.

An  update  stream consists  of  timestamped  packets
generated  by  a  node,  carring  updates/versions  of  the  same
information.  An  intermediary  node  that  buffers  multiple
packets from the same node and with the same update stream
ID can discard the older packets from that stream and keep
(and forward)  just  the  most  recent  one.  Commands  from a
supervisor are sent as a stream update, for instance. Each node
broadcasts  its  current  plan  in  a  Status  packet  as  an  update
stream when mission control decides a change in the current
plan (e.g. leaving a place) and also periodically. 

The Status packet is  flooded to the local  subnet using a
mechanism similar to DSR's route discovery when no caching
is involved: each node receiving a Status packet that it has not
broadcasted  before  will  be  retransmitted.  The  Status  packet
header accumulates the current node's IP address before being
re-broadcast. Thus, any node in the subnet that receives a fresh
status  update  from  the  source  also  has  a  path  back  to  the
source and all intermediary, that  can be cached temporarily.
Status  data  packets  are  propagated  between  subnets  using
store-and-carry and then flooded into the next subnet, and so
on, until their expire or it  get  overwritten by a more recent
updates.

Subnet Data Packet Routing

End-to-end delivery within a subnet  uses  source routing
with caching as in DSR. If a path is available, the packet is

routed on the cached route. If no subnet path to the destination
is  cached  it  means  the  destination  node  has  left  the
subnet/group  and  a  DTN  routing  mechanism  must  be
employed. 

DTN Routing Beyond Subnets

In a human-operated network the actual node trajectory is
likely to deviate from the established plan due to variation in
speed, changes in direction, obstacles to be avoided, and new
orders from supervisors. We investigated in [15,16] trajectory
and contact  prediction  in  semi-deterministic  networks  using
time-homogenous  semi-Markov  models.  The  independence
premise  does  not  apply with  correlated  movement,  such  as
several users moving while following new orders. Hence, we
predict contacts for a short time horizon H using available plan
data covering at most two contacts. Plans and status older than
a threshold parameter MaxPlanAge are ignored as they may be
outdated. 

Contacts occur when two nodes are at the same place or
cross the same edge in opposing directions during overlapping
time intervals. The algorithm for computing source-destination
contacts is straightforward having plans listing future places
with  arrival  and  departure  times.  The  resulting  list
Qj(H,MaxPlanAge)=({u1,u2,...}pe,t, ...) consists of sets of nodes
ui that  are  in  contact,  indexed  by  contact  start  time  t  and
contact  place/edge pe∈P∪E .  The  quickest  source-
destination  contact  path  is  computed  with  the  shortest  path
algorithm over a graph GQ=(Qj, EQ) with contact sets as nodes
and directed edges EQ. An edge is defined as:

e=(qx , t 1, qy , t 2)∈EQ  if qx , t 1∩q y , t 2≠∅  and t1≤t2 , and
weight ((qx , t 1 , qy , t2))=t2−t1 .

The path length is equal to the number of contacts and its
weight  is  the  arrival  time.  The  path  length  is  limited  by a
configuration parameter, MaxHops.

Forwarding  Algorithm  with  Scheduled  Contacts  and
Global Place Dissemination

For  each  new  contact  the  system  checks  each  packet
buffered in its queue. If expired, it is dropped. If not expired,
the system checks if there is now a (local) subnet route to the
destination. If  yes,  the packet is forwarded using the subnet
routing mechanism described above. If no subnet route to the
destination  exists,  the  DTN  contact-based  shortest  path  is
computed. If a shortest path is found a packet is scheduled for
transmission  and  single-copy  forwarded  to  the  next  hop
according to the first contact from the shortest contact path. If
no contact (DTN) path exists, then the current node consults
the plans for other nodes and initiates packet dissemination to
all other places. In the latter case, the packet is replicated and
forwarded using subnet  routing to nodes that  will  take it  to
other places. 

Global  place  dissemination  works  to  distribute  a  data
packet to all places until one of the following happens for the
node currently buffering the packet:



a.  direct  contact  with  the  destination  node  in  the  same
subnet, followed by subnet delivery,

b. a DTN shortest contact path to the destination node is
available; dissemination stops and the packet is delivered in
single-copy mode to the destination,

c. packet time to live is exceeded and it is then dropped.

We know that a node broadcasts periodic Status packets, so
neighbors  find out when a new node joins a  subnet.  A few
seconds  before  a  scheduled  departure  the  node  leaving  the
place/subnet sends an updated Status packet. This one will be
flooded in the entire subnet with a source path accumulating.
Any  node  that  has  packets  queued  up  for  global  place
dissemination  will  now  be  able  to  send  them  to  the  node
leaving using source routing unicast. To avoid repeated ping-
pong effect between places the packet header includes the list
of  places already visited.  To increase reliability,  a packet is
forwarded to r nodes leaving for the same neighbor place and
r is also a configuration parameter.

To  summarize,  this  is  the  algorithm  performed  when
dequeuing a data packet and preparing for forwarding:

void forwardPacket(p) {
 if (subnet route exists to p.finalDestination) 
   forward p to next hop using source routing 
 else {
   compute shortest DTN contact path to p.finalDestination
   if (contact path exists) {
     if (subnet route exists to first contact node) {
       forward p to first contact node using subnet routing
       discard p
     }
     else {
       initiate route discovery in local subnet
     }
   }
   else {  // no contact path exists to final destination
    initiate dissemination of p to other places
    schedule transmissions to other nodes in subnet 
                  that will carry p away
   }
}

Packets  intended  for  distribution  to  other  places  are
marked as such and when a  Status update is received from a
node planning to leave for another place, all queued packets
marked for that  place will  be sent using the cached reverse
path.  Routing  overhead  is  reduced  by  caching  forwarding
decisions for packets with the same destination that now will
follow the same path.

Support for QoS

End-to-end QoS is improved by the following techniques.
(1)  use of  update streams  for  node status  and orders:  older
buffered packets from the same stream are dropped to avoid
forwarding stale  information;  (2)  priority based queuing for
PDUs; (3) message aging.

IV. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

We implemented  the  channel  switching,  subnet  routing,
and DTN routing components of the ABEN architecture for
the ns3 network simulator and evaluated them for the scenario
in Figure 1. Node mobility parameters are listed in Table 1.

The WiFi network parameters are listed in  Table 2. Data
packets  are  sent  periodically  between  random  node  pairs.
Pause  time  and  speed  are  random but  known to  users  and
distributed  with  Status  packets  once  selected  (for  Mission-
aware routing).  Average end to end delay measurements for
the three protocols are shown in Figure 8 and delivery ratios in
Figure 5. We notice that, as expected, Epidemic Routing with
Subnet Broadcast performs best because packets are sent on
all paths. Because of the growing overhead from broadcasting
through the subnets,  its  metrics  level  up with a larger  node
counts. Direct delivery is little affected by node count since
only  subnet  contact  with  the  destination  node  matters.
Mission-aware  Routing  benefits  from  increased  contact
frequency coming from higher  node count.  Its  delay comes

TABLE 2. WIFI NETWORKING PARAMETERS FOR PRIMARY USERS AND

THE ABEN NODES.

Parameter Description

Primary users Two APs each in places 
SA, A, B; on separate 
channels.

PHY 802.11n for SUs and PUs

Data rate 58 Mbps (OFDM, 20MHz)

DTN TTL 180 s

MAC DCF for all nodes

ABEN frame Frame interval: 2 s; slot: 
0.1 s

Source  routing:
max. cache age

3 s

User  traffic  and
pattern

Constant, 1000B, 0.5 pkt/s;
random pairs

Simulation time 2000 seconds

TABLE 1. NODE MOBILITY PARAMETERS. 

Parameter Description

Place
trajectories

Movement between places: 3 
deterministic loops; SA-A, SA-A-
B and staying at SA.

Pause  time
at each place

Random, uniform (20-80 s)

Speed Random uniform (0.5-2 m/s)

Node count 5 - 50

Fixed nodes 1, in the staging place

Place count 5: staging area SA; rescue 
areas A, B; 2 intersection places



within 3.6% of epidemic routing's delay for small networks. 

The  mission-aware  routing  protocol  can  be  further
improved  by  adding  location-aware  routing  capability  for
subnet  routing.  This  is  a  good option for  subnets  operating
outdoors where GPS is available that will considerably reduce
route  discovery.  For  future  work  we  will  investigate  user
mobility  control  for  improving  delivery  performance  for
critical messages. 

V. CONCLUSIONS

We  presented  a  cross-layer  architecture  for  a  backup
network  intended  for  emergency  response  operations.  Its
differentiating characteristics are that it uses residual capacity
from  WLAN  primary  users,  it  adaptively  selects
communication channels based on PU utilization, and that it
relies on planned node trajectory to improve delivery without
network wide data flooding. The target  network topology is
semi-deterministic, with correlated node movement, and that
allows better decisions when forwarding packets. On the other
hand,  changing  plans  and  delays  in  plan  updates  increase
entropy and a strict oracle-based DTN routing protocol would
not  be  practical.  Our  approach  predicts  short  term  contact
paths  when  possible  and  forward  single-copy  accordingly.
Otherwise  packets  are  distributed  to  subnets  where  users
congregate or spend more time. Simulations show promising

results  for  rescue  scenarios  a  topology  where  nodes  form
several connected MANETs.
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Figure 5. Average delivery ratio.
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Figure  4. Average  end-to-end delay between source-destination pairs
initially at distinct places.
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